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"Well, yes! Cynthion Group indeed came up with an even better alchemical pill!” after a moment’s contemplation, Leon finally

nodded in response to their questioning.

"Really? That's splendid news!"

"President Wolf, where are these pills right now? please do show us!" everyone was overjoyed to hear this and immediately

perked up, excited to see just what this pill was capable of.

Hugo was no exception; he was doubtful of Cynthion Group at the beginning, but now, all his attention was drawn by the promise

of this new and revolutionary pill!

Even the Southern Boss and Devon were both staring intently at Leon, their expressions unclear.

"Well, this new pill that's even more powerful than the Supreme Pure Energy Pill is called the Cleansing Pill! Behold

Leon declared as he gestured to the hostess, who immediately sauntered over with a white porcelain jug, which contained none

other than five of those Cleansing Pills!

Leon produced these Cleansing Pills from the Angel's Fruit, and thus it was far more effective and valuable than the Supreme

Pure Energy Pill!

Before this, he and Cynthia already came to an agreement that they would place five of these pills on the bid in hopes that the

auction would further enhance their popularity!

This was also a way for him to secretly summon all the martial artists who were at the Semi Almighty State or the Almighty State

so that he could recruit them as a part of Cynthion Group and Elegante Group's security enforcement team!

"Cleansing Pills? What do they do?" Yuri and the rest of the audience wondered.

"The Cleansing Pills are capable of helping a martial artist rejuvenate their core energy to enhance their martial arts prowess.

Not only that, but they even come with the added bonus of aiding one in breaking through their training plateau," Leon explained.

"What?" no one could believe their ears.

Although Cynthion Group indeed proved their worth by manufacturing the Energy Nurturing Pill and Pure Energy Pills, these

were only capable of helping one rise further in their martial arts training, which was different from what Leon claimed the

Cleansing Pills could do!

One's martial arts prowess was different from their training experience; one would have to be born with the latter, and it would

not be easy to change something that one was so inherently born to do!

However, Leon was claiming that the Cleansing Pills were capable of achieving just that!

This was never heard of!

’Mister Wolf, are you kidding?" Yuri asked with a dubious look. He, like the rest of the audience, was reluctant to believe that

there existed a pill that could change one's inherent prowess in martial arts!

If what Leon was saying was true, did this mean that he would reach even greater heights with the help of the Cleansing Pills,

knowing that he already possessed outstanding martial arts talent?

"Yes! You can't possibly be telling the truth, can you, Mister Wolf?" the rest of the audience piped up incredulously.

"I'm not kidding! The Cleansing Pills are indeed capable of helping a martial artist strengthen their stamina and rejuvenate their

internal circulation; it works best in the young population, and unfortunately, won't have that much of a pronounced effect on the

older generation," Leon continued solemnly. Although the Cleansing Pills were like miracle workers, there were still limitations to

their powers.

Since the younger generation still possessed good stamina, it provided great room for improvement and for the Cleansing Pills to

work!

Unfortunately, the second generation of martial artists, especially those in the elderly group, already began to lose their stamina

through aging, and thus it would be difficult to reverse the inevitable consequences of aging!

In conclusion, the Cleansing Pills' effects were highly consumer dependent, and although they could aid the younger generation

greatly, they would not prove to be useful to the older generation at all.
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